Introduction
Ever since the late '60s, when profound problems with the embryonic discipline of software production were generally acknowledged by the similarly youthful community of computing scientists and software technologists, much e ort has been focused on the development of a formal science to underpin software production. Considerable progress has been made on all 1 fronts: from the management of commercial software production, through the development of a software-engineering infrastructure (e.g. design methodologies, life-cycle models, better programming languages), to a formal science of computing that includes formal bases for programming languages, for data structures, and for the notion of a correct program. It is this last development that we will focus on. There is much more to computer science than program correctness, but many of the other developments are either supportive of, or would bene t from the achievement of, a situation where programs were routinely guaranteed to be correct. It should be clari ed at the outset that \correct" in this context means \conforms to the speci cation" which may not be everything that the practicing software developer would like, but it would be a great step forward nevertheless.
A major claim in this paper is that this step forward, although by no means sorted out in detail, is seen by the computing science community to be an advance that must be based on deductive logic rather than inductive logic (simple examples contrasting deductive and inductive logic are provided in box 1). Several reasons for this situation exist. Firstly, deductive logic is the only way to provide a guarantee of correctness. Secondly, the nature of programming, constructing an elaborate symbol structure in some formally-de ned language, bears many similarities to the notion of mathematical proof. Deduction, rather than induction, is the implicit framework underlying software production, even outside of the esoteric world of academic computing science. Deduction in this loose usage means reasoning from the general to the speci c, and, in this particular case, I refer to the practice of generating speci c implementations of general speci cations { i.e. the classic notion crudely summarized as`programming.' box 1 deductive logic inductive logic premise: all swans are white fact: P is white and P is a swan fact: X is a swan fact: Q is white and Q is a swan fact: R is white and R is a swan conclusion: X is white conclusion: all swans are white if the axiom and fact are true if all the facts are true then the conclusion is true then the conclusion may still be false There are, however, a number of induction-based techniques for the production of what are not always thought of as programs as such but rather implementations that compute useful quantities. Inductively generated implementations might be, for example, decision trees or neural networks. They are typically not programs in the classical sense of a list of instructions, and, whereas a decision tree might be readily transformable into a list of condition-action rules, most neural networks admit no such simple transformation { they may be implementations of functions, but they don't appear to be much like the classical notion of a program 1 . These induction techniques are to be found within the fringe activities pursued by persons who tend to view computers as no more than a means to an end; computation per se is typically not their main concern. Those who employ inductive techniques may be exploring a philosophy of cognition, they may be developing a theory of adaptive behavior, or they may simply be nding a way around a particularly awkward problem. The use of inductive programming techniques occurs for diverse reasons and is thus to be found under a variety of labels, such as`rule induction',`cased-based learning',`genetic algorithms', and`connectionism'. Under the banner of`machine learning', a sub eld of AI, a good many of these inductive techniques can be found (as well as much else, see Kodrato and Michalski 2 for a representative sample).
Inductive programming is not currently considered to be part of the core of computing science by anyone, not by the induction-using specialists themselves, and certainly not by those whose prime goal is the further development of a science of computing. This article argues that this exclusivity in computing science, although easily explainable, is insupportable and undesirable for the future development of computing, both as a theoretical science and as a purely practical endeavour. The time has come for a new major branch to be added to the tree of computing science, a fresh branch very close to the root.
Deduction as the Framework of Computing
In deductive programming, the program is a speci c implementation of a general speci cation. In inductive programming, the program constitutes a generalization of a set of speci c behaviors.
In the formal area of computing science, the belief is that the symbol structures that are programs should be derived from the problem speci cation by a process that will guarantee correctness. According to this view, programming clearly ought to be a deductive process, for this is the only process that can guarantee correctness of the symbol structure derived. A somewhat weaker view holds that programs may be derived from speci cations in a less rigorous manner (thus giving more licence to air and intuition, and perhaps sheer luck). This then leaves the task of proving that the resultant program is correct. The proven program (or, perhaps more accurately, algorithm) is then a speci c witness to the general truth of the speci cation couched as a theorem. This type of proof leans heavily on the notion of proof in mathematics; it is thus based on logical deduction (as illustrated in box 2). box 2 deductive programming | the formal extreme general problem speci cation: sort(L,S), where L and S are both lists, and S is a permutation of L, and S is ordered (note: all underlined terms must be precisely de ned) ! deductive logic ! a speci c formal mechanism:quicksort algorithm guaranteed correct
The software practitioners, who must do the best they can with the tools available here and now, nd little use for formal deductive logic. Formal deductive proofs often become extremely complex and di cult. Nevertheless, the practice of software technology, which is often at pains to distance itself from proofs of correctness etc., is following and continuing to develop its own strategies that echo the deductive philosophy. These strategies are quite inconsistent with an inductive approach. In other words, conventional programming can be reduced to a process of deriving a particular speci c result from a combination of general ! program development ! a speci c solution: a quicksort program (how it is to be achieved) tested for correctness Conventional software construction involves building up a program from an abstract design. Guesswork and inspiration (not to mention perspiration) may often be important components of the program-development methodology, but the subsequent justi cation is expected to be a rational one, i.e. one that attempts to explain the outcome as a reasonable derivation from the givens, in this case the speci cation or the design, together with the programming language. This is not a process of logical deduction, but it is a process of reasoned argument from accepted general premises to a derived speci c result, which contrasts sharply with an inductive process of deriving a more general structure from the commonalities within a collection of speci c instances.
Figures 1 and 2 compare and contrast the deductive and inductive approaches to programming. The question that Figure 1 suggests is, if the program is actually derived from a set of behaviors, then what is the purpose of the resultant program? For, presumably, the speci c results that it can compute are already available. The missing information is, of course, that the derived program should be a generalization of the set of behaviors used to derive it; it should be capable of computing a larger set than the one used to obtain it in the rst place. In expert systems technology the goal is to instantiate the problem-solving abilities of a human expert (say, a medical diagnostician) within a computer program. Attempts to achieve this goal typically aim to elicit the decision rules that the human expert supposedly uses, and to codify them as a set of IF-THEN rules within the expert-system software { this is then the so-called`knowledge base.' Skipping over the many ne points of expert systems technology, the picture is completed by adding a logical-inference based mechanism to operate on this knowledge base and generate expert diagnoses.
One of the problems that this scheme quickly encountered was that human experts were not very expert at articulating the rules that (supposedly) embody their expertise; in fact, they prove to be very bad at it. This means that this process of knowledge acquisition turns into a long, drawn out one of codifying what the expert says, running the system to see where it fails, asking the expert to modify the knowledge base, and running it again. This iterative process of knowledge re nement can go on for a long time, with no guarantee of convergence, or even of substantial improvement. This problem has been termed`the knowledge-acquisition bottleneck. ' It was pointed out by Michie 3 that, although human experts are bad at articulating their general rules, they are very good at deciding on speci c cases { this is, after all, what their expertise is essentially. So why not collect a set of speci c decisions (e.g. a certain set of symptoms implies a speci c diagnosis) and use an automatic induction algorithm to generate the general rules embodied in this set of examples? As automatic induction algorithms had already been developed within AI, why not exploit them together with the human expert's strengths to inductively program expert systems?
This method of inductive programming has been used with some success. For example, in the development of an expert system for the early diagnosis of disease in soybean crops (Michalski and Chilausky 4 ) the inductively programmed system proved to be more reliable than the human experts who supplied the example diagnoses! Another example is described in box 4. nearly 99% accurate when tested source:J.R.Quinlan,Proc. 4th Internat. Workshop on Machine Learning, 1987 In a totally di erent area, but still loosely under the umbrella of AI, a variety of inductive approaches to programming can be found in the guise of training neural networks to exhibit certain behaviors. Some connectionists (to use a popular handy label for those who implement neural networks) work with this paradigm because they believe that it will avoid problems that traditional deductive programming has run into when attempting to model cognitive phenomena; others are interested in the persuasive similarity between these network implementations and the architecture of the human brain; and still others implement with networks simply because traditional deductive programming has failed them. Together with the variety of reasons for taking up this inductive method there is a wide variety of alternative ways to pursue it.
The general idea is to set up a network that is rich enough (i.e. enough nodes and inter-node connections) to embody the desired function, and then to train it (using an errorfeedback algorithm to modify the inter-node connections) to accurately compute the training set of input-output pairs. At this point, if properly done, the network will have learnt a general function for which the training set is a representative sample of speci c behaviors. In sum, the trained network has been inductively programmed to implement a general function. There are still many outstanding problems with this inductive method. For example, what is a`representative' training set, and precisely what function has a trained network learned? These, and many other questions, remain to be answered (as similar open questions remain within the method of inductively generating expertise), but this is not the point. The point is that there are existence proofs of the viability of several types of inductive approaches to programming.
Su ce it to say that network training is another inductive-style of programming, and that it has also been shown to work on a wide variety of application areas. In addition, it too has also been shown to work better on some problems than traditional deductive programming, e.g. human face recognition as implemented in the WISARD system (Aleksander 6 , a detailed example is given in box 5). Evidence for the neglect of inductive programming by computing scientists is easy to nd. Choose any book that purports to cover the fundamentals of computing science and you will nd lots on deductive methods, either formal deduction or, more loosely, use of a deductive framework, but you will not nd anything on inductive methods. I think it is safe to say that there is an absence of consideration of inductive programming in virtually all basic computing science books which points up quite clearly the claimed bias of the computing science community.
Mention, and even detailed description, of inductive methods is quite easy to nd in the literature. But in terms of basic books, mention must be sought in AI and AI-related books. Occurrences of inductive methods are to be found in the leading computing science journals. Michie 7 , for example, makes a full and eloquent case for the practice of a logic-based science of automatic induction of rules; and Gallant 8 explains and provides a formal treatment of à localist' approach to connectionism { in a`localist' network each node represents an obvious element of the problem, which can be contrasted with`non-localist' or`distributed' networks where this is not the case.
But these references tend to be expositions of interesting techniques and algorithms for solving certain classes of problem. They are not presented as manifestations of an alternative way to compute, in general. They are viewed as one-o considerations with no real impact on the fabric of computing science proper, and certainly no claim to be demonstrations of a notion that should be fundamental to the development of the science of computing. Michie 7 limits his discussion to \the computer induction of decision rules" (abstract), but he does point out that this technique is being extended to \inductive program generation," and that researchers \have established points of contact with the formal methods school" (p. 563).
Inductive techniques are somewhat ad hoc. However, formal methods to underpin inductive techniques are emerging, but they have yet to be viewed, accepted, and then developed, as a fundamental alternative to complement deductive computing science. Researchers working on \inductive logic programming" (see survey in Lavra c and De Raedt 9 ), and a number of AI-oriented researchers in automatic programming have begun to explore formal inductivelogic methods for program synthesis (e.g. Kodrato 10 ). Kodrato , Franova and Partridge 11 include use of inductive logic as part of their \certi cation cycle" for automatically checking the correctness of partially synthesized programs. So there has been some progress in the direction being advocated here. But it is all a far cry from the development of inductive methods as a legitimate sub eld of computing science on a par with deductive schemes.
The computer scientist might explain this situation of neglect in the following way: inductive methods have arisen as sub elds of AI along with many other dubious practices. They are, at best, interesting diversions for the serious computing scientist, and at worst total irrelevancies, unwanted distractions from the real goal of the development of a science to support robust and reliable computing, a science that is deduction based. This sort of reason, together with a number of better ones, accounts for the situation of neglect of inductive methods by the computing science community.
5 Reasons for the Neglect
The primary reason for ignoring induction as a basis for a science of programming is that induction is a technique which, by its very nature, can never be guaranteed to deliver a correct result. It is thus fundamentally inferior to deduction for the projected use.
There are essentially two ways to undermine this charge: one can challenge both the possibility and potential utility of the certainty that deduction can supposedly deliver. It is only the extreme formalist approach that really aspires to provide absolute guarantees, and it remains an open question whether it can really be made to work e ectively. A semi-formal approach to deduction, which is all that most realists aim for, can only deliver something less than certainty. And anything less than certainty is uncertainty. It then becomes a more open question whether deductive uncertainty is better or worse than inductive uncertainty. So the deductivists may be aiming for a more lofty goal, but if it is either unreachable or unusable in practice (both of which are debatable at this point in time), inductive programming will have been dismissed from a standpoint of misplaced faith.
The products of inductive methods, that is, the resultant implementations (which may be, for example, decision trees or trained networks) have tended to be conceptually opaque { the developers cannot inspect the implementation and rationalise its behavior. The use of such`black-box' software can only aggravate the problems that beset the software engineer already. This is certainly a drawback, but it is by no means a necessary characteristic of inductive methods. This lack of comprehensibility is an area of major concern in AI. Michalski himself (a developer of the soybean disease diagnosis system 4 ) has framed a \comprehensibility principle" which requires that the domain experts can understand the inductively generated decision trees. Two special issues of Applied AI in 1994, which focused on applications of machine learning, contained numerous examples in which comprehensibility was the key issue.
Michie 5 , for example, has modi ed the inductive process to one of \structured induction" so that it yields comprehensible decision trees. And Gallant 8 provides an algorithm to generate IF-THEN type rules from his localist neural networks. One promising approach to comprehensibility is to exploit problem-speci c information within the initial conditions for network training, and thereby prestructure the nal trained version.
In addition, under the aegis of an inductive-programming paradigm where alteration of a program (either to remove a bug or to extend its scope) is done by more training with further examples, it is not at all clear that a mental grasp of operational detail will be anything like as critical as it is in conventional programming. A novel paradigm wreaks drastic changes to what is needed and to what is possible (see Partridge 1 for the upheavals introduced by non-localist neural computing).
Dijkstra, who is very reluctant to countenance inductive methods, has commented on neural networks as computing \with an uncertain probability an otherwise ill-de ned function" (personal communication). He is entirely correct about the current state of a airs. What this seems to mean to him is that it is not worth bothering to divert e ort away from further development of the formal deductive approach. What it ought to mean to the computing science community is that inductive methods represent a challenging alternative; an alternative with prima facie evidence of practical viability, although sorely in need of investigation to determine its real scope and limitations as a radically new software technology.
6 The Relative Merits of Inductive Programming
As well as the known weaknesses associated with inductive methods for software production, there are some clear strengths. First and foremost, inductive methods can be used in cases where deductive ones cannot, and these cases are not at all rare. The advantages of an inductive method become clear as soon as the application problem is one where more is known of what the desired software should do in terms of speci c behaviors than is known about the abstract speci cation of the problem in general. For such`data-de ned' problems the available information (i.e. a set of speci c behaviors) is already the right sort of information for programming a solution using an inductive method. It is not at all useful for deductive programming. For the deductive programmer the next step is to try to capture these desired behaviors in an abstract speci cation. This process can vary in di culty from hard to virtually impossible. At the hard end of the spectrum, techniques such as prototyping have been devised to assist in the framing of a good speci cation for the problem.
It is, in fact, not at all uncommon for problems to be rst formulated as a set of behaviors. Users often characterize their problems in terms of a list of things that the computer should do for them. The systems analyst then works with the user to elicit the full requirements from which an abstract speci cation is generated to feed into the deductive programming process. It may be that by using inductive programming the software engineer can tap into the problem at an earlier stage thereby avoiding the necessity for someone to go through the di cult task of generating an abstract speci cation from the data (Michie's approach to programming human expertise is a case in point).
In AI all this is more commonplace simply because the generation of an accurate abstract speci cation is often the more di cult option, which is why inductive methods have arisen in this domain. In fact, such performance-mode speci cations are sometimes considered to be characteristic of AI and a feature of many software problems (e.g. Partridge 12 ). To take the face recognition problem, referenced earlier as the the WISARD system: we are all good human face recognizers, but how we do it is an almost total mystery. We know very little about which features (in a pattern recognition sense) we use, and equally little about how we use them to e ect recognition. To deductively program a system to recognize a certain set of people's faces, requires that rst many of these awkward questions must be answered in ne detail. To inductively program the same system, it is not at all clear that such answers are needed at all.
Another positive e ect of inductive programming is that it favourably alters the economics of software production: it uses more computer time (for the automatic inductive generalization) and less software-engineer time (it avoids much of the deductive algorithm-design stage). Given that automatic induction tends to be orders of magnitude faster that manual algorithm design, this shift in the economics of software production could be substantial. Michie 7 provides a tabulation of this e ciency gain for one large, inductively generated, commercial software system (see table 1 ).
Related to the last point, absence of manual algorithm design should mean absence of human design misconceptions. It is clear that some creative input to the nal program will inevitably be lost when the implementation is largely an automatic process of induction, but it is also clear that some of this loss will be bene cial. The radical shift in the economics of implementation development opens up the possibility of multiversion software systems. Multiversion systems are ones in which the overall system functionality is duplicated in a set of alternative versions. The implied change is that reliable software will be engineered system application size (no. through an advantageous distribution of the inevitable errors rather than through attempts to eliminate error completely.
Given the expectation that no single version will be totally correct, the goal is to generate a diverse set of versions such that common errors do not run through the version set. Maximum diversity is achieved when each error is restricted to just one version, and minimum diversity occurs when all errors are duplicated in all versions. Given a diverse version set, it is then possible to construct a system that is more reliable than any of the individual versions | by using a majority-vote strategy for example.
Quite apart from the prohibitive cost of programming the same problem repeatedly, empirical studies have shown that a disappointingly low level of diversity results. Automatic induction of versions undermines the cost constraint, but how do you introduce and control the required diversity?
In neural computing the nature of the implemented version (i.e. the trained network) is determined by the initial conditions | the training set, the con guration of the network and the values of a variety of parameters. So by exploring the diversity e ects of the elements of the initial conditions, the diversity generating potential of the various options can be determined. The result is that version sets of networks can be systematically engineered to be diverse.
We are currently exploiting these special characteristics of inductive neural computing to guide the development of a methodology for engineering inductively generated multiversion neural-net software systems. A multiversion system is composed of a set of alternative implementations | the multi-versions | and the system outcome for any input is typically determined by applying a voting strategy to the set of individual version results (e.g. majority vote). Figure 3 illustrates this methodology. Having decided that a given problem is potentially implementable as a neural-net system (module 1, in g. 3) , the available data is organized into training, acceptance, and validation sets, and suitable neural-net types are identi ed (module 2). Prototyping experiments are then used to determine the most e ective net architectures and the individual reliability and diversity levels to be expected (module 3). Given this basic information, a multiversion system is designed to support the required system reliability | version set(s) diversity characteristics and decision strategy such as majority vote (module 4). One productive strategy for engineering diversity is`overproduce and select' | i.e. generate more diverse trained nets than the nal system requires (module 5), and then select maximally diverse subsets for the nal multiversion software system (module 6) using, say, a heuristic procedure. The nished system is then validated and a de facto speci cation is constructed (module 7).
In box 6 an example is illustrated. The prototyping experiments (module 3) indicate that Multilayer Perceptron (MLP) nets can be trained to deliver up to 98% correctness while Radial Basis Function (RBF) nets deliver only about 85% correctness. However, the experiments also indicate that there is a high diversity between these two types of neural-net implementation.
Consequently, the system design (module 4) is to use both types of neural network together with a`maximum in agreement' strategy to obtain an optimal system. Variation in the architecture of the individual networks, the training sets used, and the random initialization of the network weights results in a pool of trained networks, both MLP and RBF nets (module 5).
A heuristic is then used (in conjunction with the`acceptance set', module 2) to select from this pool six individual nets that are highly diverse (module 6). The six individual versions selected, ve MLPs and 1 RBF net, exhibit individual performances from 98:00% down to 84:79% (the RBF net) as illustrated in box 6.
But because of the high diversity among these six versions, 0.85 on a scale of zero to one, the various`maximum in agreement' outcomes are signi cantly better than any individual version can deliver, as shown in box 6. It is undeniable that some problems can be implemented inductively, and even that some problems are more easily and more satisfactorily implemented inductively. Inductive programming can be made to work. Its many undoubted problems are not a reason for exclusion from the science of computing; they should be a spur to research and development of inductive programming techniques. Gone is the age when certain phenomena, especially ones that we create within formally de ned frameworks, can be pushed aside as deep mysteries which are best left alone. Such is the hallmark of superstition and blind ignorance, it is anathema to the scienti c mind. The fact that inductive programming leads to the implementation of illde ned functions in a di cult-to-comprehend representation should be viewed as a challenge by computing scientists, not a reason to ignore the demonstrated latent power that resides in this alternative way to compute. The current, quite lamentable, state of a airs with respect to our sparse knowledge of inductive methods for software development is not a good reason for ignoring them. As there is ample evidence that they can be used to produce useful software, and, moreover, software in situations where deductive approaches are less e ective. The rational response is to work towards a science of inductive programming. Some computing scientists should be working to transform the current hit-and-miss craft of inductive programming into a sound technology. Such a technology would need to be based on a better understanding of inductive techniques such that: the scope and limitations of the inductive products can be systematically determined (if not predicted in advance of the induction); and inadequate induction products can be systematically improved. Implicit in these requirements for à proper science' is a detailed and accurate knowledge of the generalization characteristics of each induction technique | i.e. the manner in which it extrapolates from, and interpolates between, the speci c examples it processes. While much is known about this subject for certain types of inductive techniques, there is much still to be learnt before a sound basis for a predictive technology, spanning a variety of techniques, is available.
All computing scientists should acknowledge that there is another way to develop software. Deductive approaches may be the most generally useful option, but they are not the only option, and indeed sometimes they are inferior to inductive methods. Computing scientists, as individuals, may continue to focus exclusively on a deductive methodology, but computing science and software engineering, as general disciplines, should be obliged to include inductive methods. Currently this is not the case.
